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Orciny’s the third city. It’s between the other two. It’s in the
dissensi, disputed zones, places that Beszel thinks are Ul Qoma’s 
and Ul Qoma Beszel’s. When the old commune split, it didn’t split 
into two, it split into three. Orciny’s the secret city. It runs things.

China Miéville
The City and The City (2010)
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THE THIRD CITY

From MICRO-UTOPIAS to CONTESTED URBANISM

1 
NO-TOPIA where None Intended



Can we speak of  a Resistant Urbanism, a Minor Urbanism, an Unbuilt Urbanism or an Anti-Archi-
tectural Urbanism? Perhaps we are involved in all these within any new idea, new design, new project. 
Can we speak of  cities dying to re-emerge? What is the language we can use and the collaboration or 
inter-disciplinarity we seek? Can we speak to others outside our fields about issues we wish to think we 
control? Must Cities die?



Urbanism is first and foremost about thinking about urbanism. 
It is a contest. 
It is a critical position, and a critique.
Everything else is design

Who is speaking? Would micro-gestures help us when taking on these issues in a more local, pragmatic 
urbanism of  a city like Ottawa? Are parts of  the city abandoned, left idle, waiting to die without the 
administrators and managers, or even the inhabitants realizing? What are the drivers for change in a 
city apparently functioning with no need of  interventions? Does this reduce the city to urban styling 
gestures, turning Ottawa into the Bruges of  Canada? 

What for? 

“I can take an empty space and call it a stage” Peter Brook writes in The Empty Space, (1968), “A man 
walks across this empty space whilst someone else is watching him, and this is all we need for an act of  
theatre to be engaged.”  

What parts of  this greater city of  Ottawa (larger than Toronto) resonate with Peter Brook’s four con-
cerns: the deadly, the holy, the rough and the immediate?  Are buildings made to re-copy and appear as 
new forms in older cities? Is this urbanism or urban design: the meme machine, plagiarism or natural 
influence?



Voids are a good place to start.

All this might suggest the constant need for the change of  urban ‘paradigm’. Yet what knowledge 
and commitment do we need to explore this, what do we need to know to propose this – and do we 
know which paradigm we are replacing? Does bio-urbanism replace retail urbanism? How do we source 
the knowledge we do not yet know? And what the city doesn’t know, do we remain silent about? The 
architectural profession and education have no set rules for this: immediacy forces us to take on 
different forms, and produce different tensions. Urbanism is not just bigger design projects, me-
ga-styling the city as it is often considered in recent ‘big’ planning projects. Urbanism is not only 
developer-vision, rendered comforts, informal settlements, incremental planning, large in-city devel-
opments, land reclamations or below-subsistence bio-urbanism in villages in Africa, India and Asia (or 
North Canada?).  Urbanism (and everything that is growing into its field) is an emerging critical and 
spatial practice, a way of  seeing and acting which can place in context the resultant design thinking, the 
contrary conditions of  market and media, and contested utopian (social) visions. We will proceed in 
the following way. Five major sessions will steer your thinking in this and allow you to come up with an 
urban strategy, urban mapping, scenarios for change and contested narratives and designs for the city 
of  Ottawa. Did Nietzsche really have the last word in his Genealogy of  Morals: Man would sooner have the 
void for his purpose than be void of  purpose.

2
CONTESTED URBANISM



Five Sessions



1 Unbuilding (wks 1-3) – Cities Must Die - Demolition-Destruction - how cities change - the exhaust-
ed, tired, criminal or unsafe; the deadly, holy, rough, the immediate  – what are the Drivers of  Change 
and how do we begin and contribute to an urban methodology (including geo-information, relational 
mapping and cartographic strategies). Ottawa will be one of  the destinations; one amongst many uto-
pias of  small things. First we might identify the voids in Ottawa.

2 Gonzo Urbanism (wks 4-6) How do we explore a ‘sketchy’ urbanism? What is Zombie Urbanism? 
Who makes the decisions in Ottawa? Who inserts into the city, the holy, deadly, immediate, rough void. 
Who are the clients: the blue collar workers, government employees, stay away politicians, the students, 
the urban minorities, the aboriginals, children or crack addicts? Can our rapid program for re-inventing 
the urban context be taken seriously? What is Biourbanism, Sustainable Urbanism, Eco-Urbanism, 
Landscape Urbanism, Incremental Urbanism, Informal Urbanism, Digital Urbanism? 

3  Blind Detroit (wk 7- mid-term) Blind Detroit – in Detroit we go in search of  Sugar Man and the 
Michigan Theatre, into the wasteland of  the Packard Auto plant, into the Eastern Market. We listen to 
the Supremes and Marvin Gaye. We identify the void in the Dead City, walk sketchy streets that are not 
really so sketchy, we scare each other rather than those from Detroit. From land realities to alternative 
realities, from the ruins of  management to managed ruins what does Detroit teach us beyond its ru-
in-porn and seduction? 



4 The Third City 1 - the Contested Site – using relational mapping and matrix thinking prepare an 
urban strategy, program & brief. Suggest the drivers for change and test them out on a ‘void’ in Ottawa. 
What are the emerging cross and trans practices that will help define what is possible in Ottawa and 
what is taken for granted? How are urban solutions today often already given by the NCC or the City 
of  Ottawa? How valid are guidelines if  we cannot transgress them? What is this Third City that exists 
outside these two agencies?

5 The Third City 2 - the Urban Strategy – develop different ways to represent these urban contests 
in the city – using a spectrum from partial to impermanent, from the ephemeral to the incremental. 
Take a clue perhaps from, but go beyond, what many artists have achieved in their urban installations/
interventions over the last 20 years. One responsibility of  urbanists is not to accelerate to architecture 
already envisioned by developers, accepted market ideology and CGI renderings? Change communica-
tion, change representation, change architecture, change the city. Consider how an urban strategy and 
proposal includes new narratives & design; what are the drivers for change - sketch out the wider urban 
implications. 



The Running Discourse



Do we need new rigorous, critical and speculative models for the urbanism that is being defined rap-
idly in front of  our eyes, whilst political and market conditions extend uneven development across the 
world? 

Who do we speak to? Other academics? Architects, educators and artists?

And as uneven development and inequalities continue, all disciplines appear urgently concerned over 
the same issues – sustainability, survival and peace - but conventions and codes – not only market con-
ditions - often dictate and frame different solutions. 

Who do we speak to? The public, the agents of  change, the police?

Immediacy and accessibility can change solutions overnight – from Moscow to Beijing, from Dubai to 
Luanda, from Seattle to Ottawa - yet we must remember solutions can be disclaimed as soon as they 
appear.



How do we deal with this in a safe-city like Ottawa?  How do we make our ideas count?



How do we put Ottawa back on the map?



Putting Ottawa on the Map

A building has at least two lives – the one
Imagined by its maker and the life it lives afterward –

And they are never the same.
Rem Koolhaas

Downtown Ottawa, Central Ottawa, Greater Ottawa, Ottawa Proper? Ottawa is a dispersed and dis-
persing city; it is a winter city with more than summer residue. It is currently being centralized with 
mini-condo booms, whilst its Building Landmark Policy will disperse highrise condo developments 
as Jenga constructions throughout the greater city. Detail sometimes go missing, renders are menus, 
developers are kings, the results often bland. Most of  the plans are available online. The planning ap-
plications are there for all to see (or unsee!) As the city gets this virus of  tall buildings, the city’s iconic 
planner Monsieur Jacques Gréber is periodically contested and re-celebrated whenever the essence of  
the past is invoked to remind people of  Ottawa’s original vision as the National Capital. It happens to 
all planners and we cannot mourn this for too long.  But it’s over, it’s not the past. And the Third City 
will reveal itself, in protest or propaganda. Look at the greater region of  Ottawa. You can fit at least 10 
Detroits into what was defined by Gréber with a protective Green Belt as Greater Ottawa. With satellit-
ing developments occurring within, at the edge of, and beyond the Green Belt, Ottawa no longer knows 
where the city ends or where the non-city begins. It’s a jungle out there, the investors say to each other. 
It is and it isn’t always in Downtown!
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Tiny homes may emerge as fast as people want to reduce their mortgage, flee centre town and minimize 
their living. The large condo-spikes could continue to densify as well as disfigure and de-centralize an 
already de-centralized city. The canal appears untouchable yet holds immense new public realm and 
potential. The river is a magic narrative history to this city but you would never guess. Sacred sites may 
continue to be de-sacralized, the First Nations marginalized, and histories left out of  other people’s 
histories. Parkours will contest authority as it should, as it has always done.  But with all this going on it 
can still appear sometimes as if  the city of  Ottawa has already been thought out by its national (NCC/
Federal) and civic (City/Provincial) agencies. Is Ottawa really contemporary? It can feel that guidelines 
are already set out without allowing us (whoever ‘us’ is) to have much influence, or to play our part. 
Ottawa is unique: its dispersal is unique but also threatening.  It is a rural lumber city, a pioneering city, 
an Indian river trade-city at times attaining the National significance it seeks, at times with an ambiguous 
urban centre feigning the urbane. Is it contemporary enough to put itself  on the map?







The Crime Writer’s Ottawa



Socio-Economics: Income & Ethnicity



Ottawa The Dispersed City



DEMOGRAPHICS: Population, Age, Family Size, Travel





CRIME: DRUGS, TRAFFIC OFFENCES, CRIMES AGAINST PERSON & PROPERTY





Ottawa Transportation DREAM Map
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Urbanism Studio 4909 begins the Third City laboratory, a data enquiry, a mapping fest, a relational 
exercise, an urban contest, an attempt to reclaim what is apparently (if  we trust the data) an unhealthy 
city, a sick city, a migrating city, a diaspora, to some even an unhappy city. There are always lists so why, 
we ask, do we believe this one?  How can we explore and ask the life-shaping question with an obvious 
urban echo: 

Sketch for an Urban Laboratory
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Cities want icons, tall buildings, corporately rendered spaces and brands. But, often overlooked, build-
ings will not only die but perhaps be moved to other cities.  Cities want what others have. They will 
pay the earth for the stars. Setting out with an (in)appropriate play on urbanism called Erasure and the 
clear knowledge that by 2020 most of  our urban fabric needed may be already built, we are left with the 
obvious: how does this affect our urban thinking, our designs, our living and our future? For example, a 
building by OMA (Rem Koolhaas) in Seoul might be moved to North Korea; it might also be re-imag-
ined in Ottawa. 

Urbanism Studio 4909 sets out to explore complementary urban strategies and thinking in Ottawa to 
deal with the buildings and designed environments not only being built, but those being abandoned, 
emptied, deserted, and those decaying in front of  our eyes. How does our thinking change; what are the 
strategies, ideas that concern contested sites, the contested city?

Not what Ottawa can do for you, 
but what you can do for Ottawa.



Studio 4909 not only moved buildings in the imagination, pulled by a child in a Lego trolley or subject 
to meta-graffiti, but imagined sites and environments being contests, moved, demolished, re-occupied, 
re-programmed. Or then preserved, ‘heritage’ wrapped and protected in a city not usually connected 
with such liquid strategies.



Rem Koolhaas meets Kim Jong-il. Meanwhile the psychogeography of  the city – the third city - suggests 
other movements, other migrations, other quirkiness that must come through if  Ottawa is to survive as 
more than a model of  the city it once was, and the lumber town it has desperately and politically tried 
to distance itself  from. Not only the urban minorities, the First Nations, the gendered difference within 
the city, but the large student population occupying the city for 4 years, sometimes more, sometimes 
less, see quite a different city. Ottawa is diasporic; it is a migratory city. So many are about to leave it or 
about to arrive in it. There are dark parts to Ottawa but they are hard to find, hard to articulate. Ottawa 
Noir has been suggested only to receive the response: is there any? But it is not an oxymoron. Perhaps 
the more ‘noir’ we can find, the more likely this city is to survive the blandness and mediocrity all but 
voiced by its own critics, planners and commentators.









In a completely sane world,
Madness is the only freedom

J G Ballard
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Or can we begin to see it another way? 
Is Ottawa in denial?
Where is this Third City we are going to talk about?
According to students at the Azrieli School of  Architecture & Urbanism 
from an impromptu call: Putting Ottawa on the Map, 

Ottawa is...



- so 2009
- getting its lazy ass moving
- the Capital of Canada (but not really!)
- terrible at preventing sprawl
- the best thing that happened to me
- deplorable weather
- shawarma
-	 a	cold	architecture	building	filled	with	sleep-deprived	students
- like that kid in school who only studies but still fails
- the in-between city (not as chaotic as Toronto, not as lame as Hamilton)
-	 an	awkward	15	year	old	boy	(not	girl?)	trying	to	find	himself
- beautiful in Fall
- not where the heart is 
- not in need of Toronto and should never be
- the 2nd coldest Capital in the world (after?)
- the city we need but not the one we deserve right now
- a city where Elsa visits every Winter
- an imitation
- a bed-bug map
- a crack head map
- a Hashtag
- a Nick Cave song
- pushing the sky away (always)
-	 oafish	(but	not	really!)
- not available at the moment (but if you leave your name, cell number and a brief   
 message it will get back to you.



Keeping Architecture Ugly?
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Rem Koolhaus – Seoul national University Museum of Art

The	Building	is	defined	by	its	location	on	the	side	of	a	hill	on	the	University’s	campus	near	the	front	gate.	Koolhaus	

visualized the building as a basic rectangular box that was sliced diagonally by the hill. Once this was complete, 

he raised the building on a small central core. This makes the building almost entirely cantilevered. By defeating 

and	defining	the	hill	the	open	area	under	the	building	becomes	a	connection	from	the	community	to	the	campus.

The open circulation is highly important to the logic of the building. The core of the building is an atrium that con-

nects a series of areas that include uses of exhibition, education, the library, and operations. The lecture hall and 

the auditorium take advantage of the hill’s slope to help form their tiered seating. The materials signal a potential 

continuity	in	the	program	of	the	building,	using	concrete	flooring,	plywood	paneling,	and	translucent	paneling	over	

fluorescent	lighting.	The	façade,	which	is	also	translucent,	reveals	the	structural	steel	truss	work	beneath.	http://www.

oma.eu/projects/2005/seoul-national-university-museum-of-art/

In 1991, Kim Jong Il wrote a 170 page treatise on architecture. Kim Jong Il talks of “Juche” architecture in his 

book. Juche architecture is symbolically compatible, ideologically resonant, and representative of DPRK doc-

trine.	To	Kim	Jong	Il,	architects	are	creative	workers	and	operations	officers	whose	success	is	dependent	on	the	

approval of the masses, “the true critics of architecture.”  The views on Architecture stand in contrast to the actu-

alization of the Dictator’s vision, to the wide Haussmanian boulevards and colossal public squares devoid of an 

actual public. Large monuments of questionable taste spot the skyline which embodies Kim Jong Il’s authoritarian 

rule. http://www.citylab.com/design/2012/06/hidden-architecture-pyongyang/2180/



Graffiti,	Azrieli	School	of	Architecture	and	Urbanism	2014





Three Ottawas 
Three (Complementary) Visions?

To champion the city and its surrounding region in a country as big as Canada is always going to be 
problematic. Firstly, the National Capital Commission of  Ottawa (NCC: founded 1959) offers a gener-
ously and historically controlled vision of  a significant Capital City. This is federally driven, a civic, social 
and aesthetic vision which holds the symbols of  the vast nation (a geography?) it represents, the people 
it serves and the inhabitants who work and live within what is a vast area. It is a picturesque vision, 
necessarily conservative even nostalgic. It has postcard capital and heritage value and does what is best 
from a measured position. National interest, museum sites, monuments and potential ceremonial routes 
on either side of  the Ottawa River seem to operate in a kind of  bubble wrap world; naturally they do 
not always invite support from the other regions of  Canada. Some would be more unkind and say this 
is an hysterically held vision of  a Capital. It is also inevitably a contested vision. Secondly, often working 
alongside yet sometimes in opposition, we have the City’s planning apparatus, a political machinery that 
both looks into and after Ottawa in their own way; this is the planning office, its financial structuring, 
its civic and social ‘engineering’ environment, its city hall apparatus. The Ottawa City Hall Planning and 
Development has many programs, projects and guidelines; from how to develop a property to built 
heritage, to community development and neighbourhood schemes, to the transformation of  Ottawa. 
Its community plans and guidelines are tantalizing in their attempt at openness.





Their claims impressive and bewildering: “The Ottawa on the Move program will see $340 million of  
capital projects completed from 2012 to 2014.” Inseparable, but often challenged by critical dialogue, 
this can leave planners, officials and elected politicians in competition with themselves, as they attempt 
to carry out what are considered essential improvements to the city; for example, like the rapidly con-
structed Lansdowne development after its scattered. ambiguous and debated beginnings.  Lansdowne 
represents this schism; it is both gain and loss. The city gains a dense mall and living area, but there ap-
pears a loss of  urban fluidity. Access, mobility and walkability look subordinated to retail promenades, 
sports mediation and billboard advertising. Is this mall-show bravado? Has it missed the chance of  an 
urban promenade?





Is Ottawa failing to be contemporary when it needs to be?

What is Urban Design? The City of  Ottawa’s Official Plan defines urban design as “the process of  ap-
plying desired functional and aesthetic parameters to the design of  the city and its parts.” This language 
sounds general, reasonable and we wish to know more detail. “More specifically, urban design is about 
creating public friendly environments such as, charming streetscapes, bustling markets, distinct town 
centres, safe neighbourhoods, beautiful parks, trails, and public squares.” Now we are not quite on the 
same ground. Charming streetscapes, bustling markets, distinct town centres and so on. We begin not 
to recognize the city it is speaking about. Frankly there is so little bustle in Ottawa.
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Questions only urbanists can ask?



Migration ?





Diaspora?
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Clearly good urban design has to be based on urban strategies, urban thinking, on a criticality that can 
complement the city, that can achieve the bustle in ‘bustling markets’. And of  course any process is 
ongoing in a City Planning context. Nothing is ever quite finished or complete before its vision can be 
re-defined politically and socially. This is the creative process defined on the city’s website “that requires 
a common vision and cooperative efforts amongst many people and professions. Planners, developers, 
architects, landscape architects, engineers, artists, politicians, community groups, business owners, and 
residents all have a role and responsibility toward creating and maintaining highly functional and beau-
tiful communities.” Clearly one cannot believe everything that is written about the city.  All this fits so 
much the type of  copy that anyone would write and construct about a deserving civic body, but where 
is the rub, where is the spark, the dark and the charm and bustle to the very process that makes this 
city urban?

Is it impossible to approach it?



What is this planning apparatus that consumes space and personnel and plans for the future? Following 
market forces in what is known as the North American attic, to some this apparatus in Ottawa can and 
has become necessarily conservative, risk-averse, even neo-liberal in its ambitions. To some this is the 
acceptable and unchallenged way forward. To others this is an apparatus that is a collaborative process 
which succeeds in filibustering any creativity until it becomes a dispersed mediocrity run by pragmatic 
powerbrokers and provincial property investors. No one is correct on this – visions are always contest-
ed, courageous work and plans often flattened by processes beyond the individual’s merit.  The issue is 
stark: it is quite possible with all this apparent decency around, the city of  Ottawa is slowly failing to be 
contemporary, operating – as a recent commentator remarks - with a limited creativity. 



“This photo of  downtown Ottawa illustrates how buildings can combine to create distinct areas, and 
how streets, sidewalks, parks, pathways, and bridges connect and define the boundaries of  each area.”

Perhaps! That goes for photographs, renders and postcards

http://ottawa.ca/en/city-hall/planning-and-development



It not only includes the migrating multi-ethnic students making up a large population for 8 months of  
the year, and the government workers commuting into the city for a Monday-Friday week; it is the Ot-
tawa of  the blue collar communities, the  gendered Ottawa and the Ottawa of  the homeless and urban 
minorities, of  the sites of  injustices meted out to the Aboriginals, of  the recovering and re-habilitating, 
of  the First Nations, of  sacred sites, repressed histories - all ‘prisoners’ in some way of  a reluctant and 
contested contemporary city.  This is not a patronized Ottawa but an ambiguous one. It operates on the 
correctness and decency of  Ottawa’s capital city illusions.  But for how long?

But there is a Third City, a Third Ottawa.

Ottawa must be more than a cognitive delusion.



Contested Urbanisms    I    A Complementary City?



After a trip to Detroit and Chicago, Studio 4909 returned and planned individual urban strategies and 
contributions to this at times picturesque city, at times ambiguous city, at times cold and formidable 
city. But for 6 months of  the year it is a dispersed city often in waiting – along with its occupants - for 
summer release.  How can we explore the existential values – the delusions, hopes and potentials - that 
also make up the city? How can we keep speaking of  a city without speaking of  its inhabitants, its com-
munities, its very many different narratives?  The Third City is a complementary condition; it cannot 
be ignored nor can it always be contained within the official visions and modus operandi of  the first 
two Ottawas. A lost Ottawa, a dark Ottawa, a reluctant Ottawa, a contested Ottawa - one thing though 
is certain; it is not that these visions marginalize each other, or ignore the merits of  each vision. It is 
more obvious: a contemporary Ottawa cannot survive without these competing, contesting and com-
plementary visions.

The Third City Laboratory



This is merely the beginning of  a laboratory.  Studio 4909 attempts to explore urban strategies, ideas, 
values and proposals whilst considering the existing urban design guidelines. But the studio is also 
interested in the strategies and ideas that might not at first be considered to fly in Ottawa. It is not 
interested in the ready reasons or past logic why something is not possible. The city appears to show 
such comfort with itself  that it becomes complacent. But to what extent? How can we explore this and 
offer contributions?

Students get various chances to work within a city, sometimes they opt for work with planning bodies 
that have visions and guidelines worked out for them to follow. Some work for the government or ar-
chitectural practices which carry out civic, social and aesthetic visions in essentially public-private part-
nerships. Some work for developers who include architects and urban planners in their teams. Students 
learn to speak not only of  design and construction, but understand corporate investment solutions and 
the taming this does to urban thinking and design ideas. It is likely that CGI renders are doing immense 
damage to the vision and thinking of  the city. But do we know why? Who studies the rhetoric of  these 
marketing devices?

Students also learn from building new ecologies; vacancy and unbuilding, subtraction not addition, 
abandonment and structured decay. Lower budgets can work when one understands the higher budgets. 
Moving capital around has become as important as moving people around. Just as there are unofficial 
routes in the city, there are parallel lives, parallel flows of  capital. Non-profit solutions do not mandate 
naivety and innocence. 



Studio 4909 considers these not as opposing parties but – with an acknowledgment to the work done 
in Detroit by Dan Pitera and Detroit Design Collaborative Group - as essential bodies involved in the 
urban ecologies that Ottawa offers and can offer. 

Studio 4909 considers this not only as a design and professional issue, but a critical advocacy.  This 
Third City is one of  agency, activism and advocacy – a way to think positively and critically about the 
futures Ottawa might offer itself. This has to take on the contested - to provoke celebration and con-
versation, projects have to both celebratory and complementary to anything that already exists or is in 
the planning pipeline.

Studio 4909 is the start of  a kind of  unpredictable laboratory, it suggests a collaborative teaching con-
dition, a proto-academy exploring complementary urban ecologies for the greater city of  Ottawa. It has 
emerged out of  the necessity to recognize at least the three Ottawas that are continually pitted against 
each other, at times each lessening the impact of  the other on the city’s future. 

Studio 4909 considers that the city appears to need more risk, which means understanding the condi-
tions to take that risk. 

This is the Third City.



No one imagined a shooting in the centre of  this city

Now we are beyond that

Studio 4909 recognizes the need to celebrate the essence of  the past that the NCC wishes to 
preserve, the parkways that excite those with Lincoln convertibles, whilst also acknowledging 
the desire for a new digital library and the salvaging operation of  major areas in downtown 
Ottawa. 

But above all Studio 4909 acknowledges and celebrates any future for Ottawa can no longer 
be contained by these two agencies.  As the saying goes, we do not ask for permission, nor 
seek forgiveness for our innocence,  distraction and courage. Provocation is unworkable 
without some speculation. New solutions are impossible without unexpected generosity and 
the suspension of  accepted nostalgia and heritage forces. 

To a city that already appears to have the future worked out (to go by all the planning appli-
cations, landmark policies and urban design guidelines) we can only suggest the urgency for 
a complementary and contested Third City.



The Third City

Urban strategies, tactics, mapping, ecologies and proposals 

EMMA COCHRANE © 2010



Tactical Urbanism, Tactical Ottawa 
 Ranee Leung



Tactical Ottawa is comprised of  tacticians (people) and tactics  (execution). Tactical (tac•ti•cal adjective 
\ ‘tak-ti-kel’) is generally defined as: relating to, or used for a specific plan that is created to achieve a 
particular goal.  Interpreting this in urban terms, this implies that the main driver is to take short term 
actions to create long term benefits. Tactical interventions are complementary and strategic maneuvers 
applied to the built and unbuilt environment in order to strengthen the livability, functionality and 
movability in cities and communities.  How can a deep visual appeal of  urban data offer meaningful 
insights on the livability and health of  neighbourhoods? Similar to Chicago’s Big Data initiative, Ottawa 
could gain by beginning to rethink the processing of, and  the importance of, data and visualizations. 
By implementing visual data applications, Tactical Ottawa comes into play to drive smaller scale invest-
ments and prototyping. A data initiative could enable designers and the public to identify unknown and 
even invisible patterns and trends of  the current urban condition. By exploring strategic interventions, 
it can enable communities to reactivate residual and underused urban spaces. Livability is the sum of  
the factors that add up to a community’s quality of  life—including the built and natural environments, 
economic prosperity, social stability and equity, educational opportunity, and cultural, entertainment and 
recreation possibilities. As Jaime Lerner, Architect, urbanist and former Mayor of  Curitaba, Brazil says, 
“The lack of  resources is no longer an excuse not to act. The idea that action should only be taken after 
all the answers and the resources have been found is sure a recipe for paralysis. The planning of  a city is 
a process that allows for corrections; it is supremely arrogant to believe that planning can be done only 
after every possible variable has been controlled.” 















Urban Collisions - The Urban Jungle 
Ruth Vandergeest 



What constitutes a city? Is it purely the size or the number of  residents? Or maybe it is the connections 
that they hold with the rest of  the world? In extension of  connections, maybe it is the opportunities 
that cities can offer their residents that make a city? What about the abandoned places that dot the city? 
Maybe it is the collision of  people, abandoned, and the unknown that makes a city? Homelessness col-
lides with the abandoned. The residents collide with the homeless. And the circle continues into larger 
and more complex matrices. But how does urbanism approach this urban thinking? What methodol-
ogies can be offered? Some buildings are waiting to decay, to  die, and to be demolished, while others 
wait to collapse or for adaptive re-use. In a sense, it is a jungle out there. Cities can be characterized by 
the buildings that make up the center and the migrating daily influx and exodus that plague that center. 
Cities are often constructed of  concrete, glass, and steel. These materials stand in stark contrast to 
nature – the rural – and even the ‘jungle’ – that surrounds it. But what would happen if  you mixed the 
city and the jungle? What if  we could “collide” the abandoned and the homelessness? What of  popular 
contemporary architecture, what diagrams could we offer? What happens when you combine green and 
grey: the homeless and the abandoned? Is this a pointless venture? What could happen if  we “go ape” as 
one British adventure holiday company puts it? But to “go ape” in Ottawa, what would happen if  we lit-
erally brought a jungle into the abandoned historic and contemporary buildings in the masculine space 
of  Ottawa? But what about making it sustainable? Is it possible to integrate the homeless? Could we 
convince people to spend time in the city rather than leave if  buildings were programmed differently?











Eden Eden: Food Exchange Centre & Guerilla Agriculture
Zach Woloschuk



How can we provide spaces in Ottawa with which citizens can be advocates for food? How to build a 
stronger culture of  ‘foodies’ in Ottawa? A new expanded food exchange centre located on the Central 
Experimental Farm that has a history of  agricultural science and education will allow us to introduce 
complementary programs to educate and induce different interests in buying and eating more healthy 
produce. Different activities and programs will try to reconnect people with the ‘romance’ of  food 
production and consumption that seems to have been forgotten (ex. cooking classes, tastings, how-to 
workshops, lectures, book discussions, kids after-school programs, farmer in training activities, summer 
day/week camps, tours, etc...) This strategy and culture will be extended beyond the Experimental Farm 
into the urban core of  the city by locating and using vacant and void locations for urban ‘pop-up farms’. 
These will act as ‘guerilla agriculture’ cells throughout the city linking back to the Exchange Centre.











Edible Ottawa
Rui Zou



Ottawa’s growth projection is upwards of  30% by 2031, with major efforts to focus that growth within 
the Green Belt, established in the 1950s. The city’s urban intensification mandate in conjunction with 
the Light Rail expansion project will become the guiding framework for the future. Urban intensifica-
tion projects have already begun in anticipation; however, the question lies in their “completeness” and 
“wholeness” rather than scale. Edible Ottawa is an urban strategy project which aims to uncover and 
work towards the possibility of  a holistic community, particularly in terms of  combating food deserts. 
Due to Ottawa’s existing low scale establishments and random planning, specific areas of  the city seri-
ously lack basic and crucial access to fresh produce. The problem will worsen as new development fur-
ther increases population and land value.  Specific programmatic elements will be proposed to attempt 
to better the new and growing communities as a whole. Planning Edible Ottawa requires a wider un-
derstanding of  the urban context, and political (policy changes, zoning amendments, etc), economical 
(market profit, investment, etc), and geographical (location, transportation, etc) forces. The end result 
hopes to establish a new strategy using drivers of  change for effective design. 















Re-Igniting Spark Street
Richa Chuttani



Sparks Street, being one of  the oldest streets of  Ottawa, has evolved as it has journeyed through peri-
ods in the history of  the city. What is the narrative of  a street - from farming to the rise of  trade, and 
from lumber to labour, from sub-urban village, to urban street to repeated attempts at (re)-centraliza-
tion? Sparks Street was at its liveliest around the mid-twentieth century; ever since, the City has tried to 
re-animate it. Today, the street struggles to preserve its heritage architecture, its street fabric and activity 
while its commercial character is crumbling. Re-igniting Sparks Street will re-examine the value of  its 
heritage framework, will explore current market conditions and propose a broader connectivity of  the 
street in an urban/design strategy that not only supports Sparks Street as envisioned by the City but 
proposes new actions for city goers and tourists. What if  the streetcar was brought back? And joined 
the light railway network? Asked if  this is possible, the reply can come back: oh someone in Ottawa will 
reject the idea? There are nuances of  course but how long can Ottawa accept such rejections? How do 
we debate such limitations and closure?











Pocket Ottawa
Sarah Chan



Pocket Ottawa is a set of  strategic urban options that explore the relation of  the voids within Ottawa 
to the greater goals of  the city, including designing for a sustainable and walkable city, protecting civic 
views, green space, and waterways, expanding the provision of  open space, and improving linkages 
between precincts. Specifically, the voids addressed are the abundant amount of  surface parking in 
both the Parliamentary and Judicial Precinct and a large portion of  the CBD. Currently, the 62 160 m2 
of  parking surface within the area serve economic businesses throughout the day, but rest idle during 
evening. An examination of  the population, economic, and transportation growth downtown and Otta-
wa’s civic image as the Capital, leads to options that explore the extent of  the potential of  these spaces. 
Parking has only ever been realized in Ottawa in the three forms of  underground, on-surface parking, 
or parking garage, stemming from rigid zoning by-laws and the idea that cars will always be present 
(even though a number of  walkability and sustainability initiatives are being developed).  Are parking 
lots and parking structures condemned to only be a requirement that has to be met? How can parking 
be re-thought to meet projected goals of  the city and in turn, can the availability of  these infrastructures 
affect how the city operates? Lastly, how can the voids, if  not used for parking, be re-used? 











Digital Agora: A Physical Space For The Digital Citizen In Ottawa.
Victoria McCrum



As we click through cyberspace, called the new promenade, what is left to be understood of  the city 
streets? The public sphere has become the host for people acting in the ‘privacy’ of  their mobile phones. 
But people acting within these information spaces are in urban places. While the “promise of  digital 
technology has been to create its own connected environment independent of  physical space” (Adap-
tation: Architecture, Technology and the City) we continually see the need for technology to intervene 
through physical space. It has become an interdependent relationship, where the city can no longer 
exist without technology and technology without the city - they evolve together. So how then is Ottawa 
evolving into a Digital City? Is it reluctantly adapting to technology, avoiding the inevitable so as to pre-
serve its integrity? What is this integrity? And at what point can it no longer deny the presence of  the 
Digital in the name of  the picturesque. The library, an integral public space, has come under scrutiny 
in this Digital City. Where does it belong and how? In Ottawa, the consensus for the Ottawa Central 
Library is that it is a building that must die so as to not create a $70 million dollar hole in the pockets 
of  the government. But the response to this death should and could be one that proposes advancement 
towards the Digital City, one that embraces that over half  of  its users are accessing information ‘virtu-
ally’ and no longer physically. With an interest in reinventing what it means to act publically, the Digital 
Agora will be an urban strategy and explore options and entrepreneurial hubs for innovative access 
points to knowledge throughout the city that might just be denying the Digital Age. 











The Hotel Aboriginal (The PC Project)
Michelle Blom



There has been a vast change in the Canadian Aboriginal condition. A once decimated population is 
making a remarkable recovery including large population increase and successful legal leadership. These 
legal strategies have led to more control over treaty land which allows a greater chance for investment 
and community growth. As this pattern continues, Aboriginal groups will hold control over an extensive 
amount of  Canadian land. The Hotel Aboriginal project is a strategy for developing Aboriginal land to 
stimulate independence and benefit the Aboriginal community. The main focus will be achieving own-
source revenue, employment, housing, and cultural services through analyzing four building modules: 
the Aboriginal Hotel, the Casino, the Shopping Centre, and the Mixed Income Condominium. As a case 
study Chaudiere falls, a sacred Algonquin site in Ottawa, will be the placement for the Aboriginal Hotel 
contesting the current condominium development underway. 















Ottawa
is not Supertown, Detroit or Chicago
can offer alternative hybrid models for living with an open mind
is a Queer city, gay when it wants to be,
is always about to understand its own voids
is a powerful gullible power
is a lost city of  lumber barons and ‘inconvenient Indians’
is always about to become a praxis before retiring for poutine and Keith’s
could have micro-utopias if it stayed at the bus stop long enough to analyze them
is homelessness and health intertwined and inseparable
is on hold
is	a	condo	boom	with	unrented	floor	space
is a postcard
is National Pride
is shared symbolic power
is self-censorship
is	a	finger	in	the	dike
is failed but admirable enthusiasm
is touching but cynical kindness
is cursed by its politeness
is fooled by its disinterest
is de-urbanizing as fast as it urbanizes
an ec(h)o-chamber
is borderline genius and mourning
embraces passionless intimacy
is a potential tool for social integration (No that’s wrong – not yet!)
is an ec(h)o chamber



Ottawa is nothing if  it doesn’t learn to contest itself

Orciny?’
‘Exactly. A secret colony. A city between the cities, its inhabitants
living in plain sight.’
‘What? Doing what? How?’
‘Unseen, like Ul Qomans to Besz and vice versa. Walking the streets unseen but
overlooking the two. Beyond the Breach. And doing who knows? Secret agendas…

China Miéville
The City and The City (2010)
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The Indifferent
The Information –The Inter-Text – The Inter-Disciplinary
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The Insouciance of  Indifference

What are the organizing principles of  the Indifferent, what are the methodologies that will allow it to 
take an exceptional and accessible form? The Indifferent constantly oscillates between the trace, the 
hunch, the trigger - the scintilla perhaps of  an idea and the way the source (experience – knowledge 
– history) is situated for us, collectively and individually, and then how this ‘data’ can be re-framed 
(transformed/transferred) for a relevance to a critical and practical study of  architecture and urbanism 
That’s all we can say at the beginning. Yet even a beginning can be taken in so many ways, in so many 
directions? 

Why do we start like this? What is our program here? What is this contemporary condition that we are 
attempting to define and share? Do we even care, do you even care? And how do ‘we’ care today in 
what has been called The Age of  Insouciance responding as we often do with agonized inaction to a global 
culture of  impunity?

Serge saw the cancer one day: it was bulbous, like a set of roots buckling the organ’s inner 
chamber, upsetting the delicate architecture of its whorls The Indifferent and plateaus from be-
neath the skin’s surface while a moss-like coat overgrew it from above. C   Tom McCarthy (2010)



The Indifferent is that which plays on us, on our minds, and on our experiences without it being pres-
ent, without it being either rejected or accepted.  Sometimes it is a condition that we act on without 
even knowing our own influences (and of  course prejudices). Secondly it is our defense, a survival 
method; our desire to hold off  from, or resist something, which may affect us. Usually we think for 
the worse, but naturally if  we do not know, it could also be for the better. In this respect it is un-acted 
knowledge. Thirdly then, the Indifferent thrusts us inside an openness, which can hold us usefully in its 
own balance. Instead of  what happens more usually to us, tempted as we are by inaction, it becomes an 
acceptable and useful alibi.  We use the phrases:  “So what, never mind” or ‘it doesn’t really concern me, 
it makes no difference either way.” Such dismissal or rejection however has to be differentiated from 
more usual terms like boredom, ignorance, and disinterest (to take just three). The Indifferent in this 
way resembles a conspiracy theory: why do we not act on the knowledge we have, on what we know, 
even if  the consequences might be grave to our existence? Why does this make us think we know how 
to act, and why can this make us appear dull, docile, passive, lethargic, even intolerant? Why, in social 
thought, in architecture as much as politics, can this become a forum for authoritarian bullying, the 
hubris of  knowing the answer to guide those who have no answers? Thus: the Indifferent!



























Definition 1 the tyranny of  meanings and the meanings chosen for us to act (by proxy/to do our bidding) 
- in this case in architecture and its urban realm?
Definition 2 the residual, the minor, the creative use of  deferred, unstable meanings – the acknowledge-
ment that not all issues are solvable.
Definition 3 The transfer to ‘architecture’ as a system of  thought, a way to think the world, or the para-
digm we think we are working in – by proxy or by direct action – what is the ‘propaganda of  needs’ in 
this urban scene?

What could ‘the indifferent’ be for us in our urban enquiries with all this in mind? Is it an urbanism 
always falling short of  the coded and conventional object? What is a democratic intolerance to the way 
things are at the moment? Fighting inactivity this might be the notion, more like a hunch that, subject 
to frames, codes and disciplines, there is a creative indifference where nothing can be possibly used 
without being derailed by its own internal flaws. In other words nothing, no urban shape or strategy – 
some call this a vision - is created if  it is not subject to immediate and unavoidable revisions. This leaves 
us and the cities we inhabit not only constantly in flux, possibly flaccid and limpid if  this is supported 
with uncertainty and nausea, but transparent, nomadic, open and dissolved. This would be close to 
announcing sovereign indifference.



We might be advised to do a security check, so to speak, on the word ‘indifference’, its meaning and et-
ymology. Generally in social exchange and social thinking we have reached situations where any contin-
ued dialogue cannot take place until either issues are cleared. Our identity is clarified and our condition 
accepted to continue. We might do as much on our own thinking sometimes. Generally, and this will 
come as no surprise, ‘indifference’ as defined by The New Penguin Dictionary (2000) to take one source 
is ‘the absence of  interest or importance.’ This, as usual, shortcuts our thinking to useful but limited 
practice. Already sensing this the ‘writer’ of  the dictionary adds a citation from Elie Wisel: the opposite 
of  love is not hate. It’s indifference. We could immediately play with the notion as we hijack or paraphrase 
the ideas of  others for our own use: The opposite of  indifference is not absence of  interest but controlled, or even 
manipulated interest. We would add to the dictionary immediately and call this ‘elastic’. However being 
completely, partially, or slightly indifferent to any object, person, outcome or event suggest - by accept-
ed meaning - that this makes no difference to us whatsoever. We could argue that this is no longer useful 
in our contemporary condition. Whatever is implied in this rejection (makes no difference one way or 
the other!) does not leave us unconcerned or even uninfluenced by what has been rejected. 



























Our inactivity or inaction is not irrelevant to the sequences we develop for ourselves. Our lack of  inter-
est or complete indifference does not mean we are not acted on,or act on, issues that appear to have no 
significance to us. This is our first attempt – elastic indifference - at shifting to acknowledge and define 
that creative residue which we will call The Indifferent. Etymologically, apparently Middle English via 
French from Latin, the etymological strain suggests a more nuanced condition, that of  being neither 
good nor bad, therefore needing the prefix ‘in’ before the present participle of  differe ( In + different 
–, differens). We should here also clarify the difference between the Indifferent as we propose as a 
current pattern within our contemporary condition and The Indifferentialist: a person or believer who 
believes that all religions are equally valid. That is perhaps enough for us to be going on. It is important 
to note here the paraphrased section from The New Penguin Dictionary (2000) adds revised, updated and 
new material to the Merriam Webster and Longman worlds. From headword, to pronunciation, to art 
of  speech, definition, word origin (etymology) and word history etc. we paraphrase not only to make 
something accessible but to introduce it into the journey itself.  We are then left to make of  this ‘indif-
ference’ our own journey.



There is one more stop to be made in the realm of  definition. In the Dictionary of  Psychology, James 
Driver (1952) has used the phrase, ‘Indifference Point’ which has to have some relevance to what we are 
attempting here: “The point of  transition between opposites in experience, in feeling between ‘pleasant’ 
and ‘unpleasant’; the zero point in any series having positive and negative values; in the case of  short 
time intervals. The point at which estimation is most accurate and there is not a tendency either to 
over-estimate or to under-estimate.”  Later we will need to assess in urban terms the usefulness of  this 
zero point; the balance that we can give our own knowledge and experience, and whether we so wish to 
tip it toward the pleasant or unpleasant for example. Or wish to lose sight momentarily of  these estima-
tions in our lives that appear most accurate, and opt for the prejudices that move the cursor on the dial, 
and take us to ends of  the spectrum we didn’t always bargain for. But that comes later.





What we are not speaking about? Here we are not speaking about laziness, of  boredom or the impassive 
qualities of  chance indifference. Nor are we speaking of  (just) not knowing what to think, what to do, 
how to act. We are speaking of  contested indifference, an indifference where our knowledge and expe-
rience (informed and possibly vitally relevant) cannot come into play. What happens then?  We might 
be presented with conditions, which makes us too comfortable. How are we presented with a conscious 
structural choice, which may ask us not to take part; how do we withdraw? How do we not take any fur-
ther the critical and serious ideas that are in fact embedded in us? It can also be that ‘f.u’ moment when 
rejection is extreme and intolerant. When people speak of  not achieving one’s potential is it not this 
they have in mind? The Indifferent then is contrary action; whatever metaphors we may wish to choose; 
it burns, shines, scintillates and must explode. In architecture and urbanism!



So where do we go from here?  We accept there is an inevitable disconnect even a lack of  transparen-
cy between university departments who should perhaps be taking on such issues together, as a team; 
between the Architecture department, the Sociology Department, Engineering and Geography.  How 
would an understanding of  Urbanism benefit if  there were more direct connection between these 
departments? Was it such interconnections that made the ideas of  earlier utopian thinkers (Fourier, 
Owens, Bentham) possible? At the same time we are instantly wary of  any rigidity formed, of  the 
blueprints and constraints of  a regimented planning emerging from ideas. How can we learn from such 
(utopian) failures? How can only partial understanding of  the complexities of  the social, political and 
cultural dimensions help when taking on these issues? What does it mean when we say a ‘project of  ar-
chitecture’ rather than a ‘building’? Do architectural practices – small and big - still design autonomous 
buildings, sustainable machines? Does our teaching and the educational codes proffer a series of  accept-
ed prejudices for the buildings of  the future or the environment-to-come? Or could the professional 
practice in ‘admirably’ perpetuating its codes and privileges actually be neutralizing the environment and 
communal life that makes up our cities?  The Indifferent begins to intervene here. If  we were in doubt 
that all that we find indifferent does not concern us and is safely outside us, then we’d advised to listen 
to Adrienne Rich’s description of  the Sea Of  Indifference from the second poem in her Atlas of  the 
Difficult World.  This elegantly describes the elasticity we are talking about. 



The Sea of  Indifference

Here is a map of  our country;
here is the Sea of  Indifference, glazed with salt
This is the haunted river flowing from brow to groin
we dare not taste its water
This is the desert where missiles are planted like corms
This is the breadbasket of  foreclosed farms
This is the birthplace of  the rockabilly boy
This is the cemetery of  the poor
who died for democracy.      This is a battlefield
from a nineteenth century war       the shrine in famous
This is the sea-town of  myth and story    when the fishing fleets
went bankrupt       here is where the jobs were       on the pier
processing frozen fishsticks       hourly wages and no shares
There are other battlefields      Centralia       Detroit
here are the forests primeval     the copper   the silver lodes
These are the suburbs of  acquiescence      silence rising fumelike
                         from the streets
This is the capital of  money and dolor whose spires
flare up through air inversions whose bridges are crumbing
whose children are drifting blind alleys pent
between coiled wires of  razor wire
I promised to show you a map but this is a mural
then yes let it be        these are small distinctions
where do we see it from is the question. 







Cities are useful for over-reading; they are excessive when we want them to be, lonely and scary when 
we don’t want them to be, and seductive when we find parts to ourselves that others don’t find. They 
reflect our egos and dreams, desires and fears. They reflect our indifference.

I remember coming across a garage in Peshawar in 2004 which had parts of  Mercedes cars and BMWs 
hung all around the high walls. It was Taliban time, it was scary-city time, and as we drove into the yard 
in the old yellow Mercedes, this was the most exciting and the most dangerous city at that moment in 
the world. It was also a museum of  sorts. Just as Peshawar, the city itself  is. Whenever I think of  cities 
now, I think of  Peshawar. The record has stuck, I cannot get out of  it. I used to think of  Benares, now 
it’s Peshawar. But all this, the city, the film and the word ‘urbanized’ begs one immediate question: if  
everything is designed, and nothing is out of  place, is everything really thought about? And does ev-
erything in a city need thinking about? With the implication that this has on control, consumption and 
conformity, we might be careful if  we go on to consider this the necessary structure for all societies 
and under all conditions. The city is multidisciplinary, that goes without saying, but how then has it 
been thought about, how is it being thought about and how do we situate our own experiences in these 
processes. 



What do images about Peshawar tell you? 

Is it urbanized or Talibanised: is this urbanism? 

And how can I possibly be indifferent?













In parallel to The Third City Urbanism studio there ran the seminar course The Indifferent ARCU 
4801/4300 Carleton Universrity, Azrieli School of  Architecture & Urbanism, Roger Connah
Intertext - I am resonating here with Roland Barthes’ approach to the course he carried out in Paris in 
1979 called The Neutral. 
The following Urbanisms were researched:: The Ruin Academy   New Urbanism (Postmodern Ur-
banism) - Disurbanism - Informal Urbanism - Everyday Urbanism - Mediated Urbanism - Ecological 
Urbanism - Virtual Urbanism  Incremental Urbanism - Recombinant Urbanism -  Green Urbanism 
- Zombie Urbanism -  Moscow Urbanism - African Urbanism -  Neo-Liberal Urbanism  - Mumbai 
Urbanism - Landscape/Urbanism - Chinese Mega Urbanism  - Integral Urbanism  

The (Urban) Indifferent - The Triggers 
The Positioning: Each student presented an urban position, a selected transformation  in some form 
of  mapping. 1 Intertext – organizing principles – structures and material – sessions and notes - autobi-
ographies and self-portraits (maps, cartographies of  concern) -  maps of  (dis)interest - close reading & 
‘reality hunger’ – the remainder - new insinuations - taxonomy & indexes – references   David Shields 
Reality Hunger – The Remainder Tom McCarthy - film Man on Wire - The Architecture of  the Screen, 
G. Cairns 
2 Ontology (let’s not forget Bertolt Brecht) – the ontology of  responsibility/ the random  - film  Stalker 
(Tarkovsky, 1979)  reference: Ontology of  the Accident. 



3 Cryptology (Close Reading or Late Reading) - the new sorcery (days of  future passed or let’s blame 
Bachelard) - existentialism, architecture & cinema - non-fiction Andrej Tarkovsky, Sculpting in Time 
(1987) - (un)critical text: The Architecture of  Image, J. Pallasmaa: The Poetics of  Space vis a vis The 
Eyes of  the Ski – what use extracts that agree with our thinking? 

4 The Top Funnel House – a project of  ‘literary’ architecture? From Thomas Merton’s ‘Lograire’ 
- Methodical Imaginings? The extract - The concept - poetic impulse –  the grasp - the gestalt - The 
imagined representation/ Representation of  the imagination - Architecture without a program, Cities 
without coherence – The Non-Plan Agenda Ref  Mohsen Mostafavi on Hawksmoor (Venice Biennale) 
- Peter Ackroyd Hawksmoor.

5 & 6  Gonzo & Urbanism - (the awful poetics of) immediacy & urbanism - (radical) imperfection 
– everything isn’t designed  - the uses of  disorder - text/film Fear & Loathing in Las Vegas, Hunter 
Thompson ref: A Field Guide to Getting Lost  Rebecca Solnit - the new urban masons – the Moscow 
Park project - the crisis of  science – obsession & desire 



7 & 8 Morphology & Intersections  - the legacy of  linguistics (structures /structuralism / post-struc-
turalism)  -the Nouveau Roman – writing degree zero & Oulipo -switching codes anthropology & 
architecture  - from Ciam to Team X, from Team X to ANY, from ANY to OMA - from Italo Calvino’s 
Invisible Cities to Mumbai to The Oulipo City

9 & 10  Architecture & Urbanism: the prejudice project - Anatomy of  Prejudice Hubris /Prejudice/
Immaturity  - always seeking the centre- kairos - evasion/unengaged - Sufism - Manifestos & Cautionary 
Tales -  Immaturity and the second-hand - Count Witold Gombrowicz & Architecture (Re-reading Fer-
dydurke and the Modernism of  Young Girls Playing Tennis - The Subversion of  Form – Micro-utopias 
& Resistant Urbanism

Considering the rise of  heritage conservation. Useful for Canada this might be red herring. It is a pro-
gram that needs a conservative, even nostalgic support, which might suit a capital city at this stage of  its 
socio-cultural development. But ‘heritage’ holds within it, its own limits - heritage + conservation can 
only go so far before scenography takes over. As a cultural critique of  identity and place it is nostalgic. 
More connections to a radical urbanism of  the past for the present are possible, opening ‘heritage’ into 
sustainable cultural and political landscapes. Whether this can be a vibrant new practice remains to be 
seen but it can open up issues beyond the picturesque and locally ‘chic’ regenerations.
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Sans Souci



Let us conclude The Third City. It may be cool to know nothing, when the nothing that is known – in 
a kind of  carefree, sansouci manner-  is of  course not nothing. Is this the sense of  a laboratory without 
science that we need to know today, the conditions of  which teach us just how to proceed from our 
prejudices to our hunches; is this the scintilla of  The Indifferent? In the sense of  clarifying the notion 
of   (elastic?) indifference and ‘insouciance’ let us consider in French a more common phrase, ‘sans sou-
ci.’ It shares the English ‘indifference’ and is generally accepted to mean carefree and possibly without 
worries even (carefully/carelessly?) unconcerned. When the dictionaries move toward the light-hearted 
rather than the notion of  ‘unconcern’ we are approaching the nuance of  this condition. ‘Nonchalance’ 
also does not cut it; we can be nonchalant yet tightened in our desire to act. The clue might stem more 
from the Sanssouci Palace, the former summer palace of  Frederick the Great, in Potsdam near Berlin. 
Smaller, often considered a rival to Versailles it is apparently the notable sense of  folly it gives off. The 
palace can be seen as a response to the need for a lightened privacy whilst escaping the pomp and the 
ceremonial perhaps of  the accepted higher Berlin Court. 



Today sans souci, or ‘no worries’ even in the colloquial Australian sense offers that paradoxical sense of  
handling the issue, being in control, and whilst carefree, it is the strict notion of  a knowing lightness that 
we are seeking here which bring us close to The Indifferent.  Let us then accept for the moment that 
knowing lightness must make its way through a universe of  bewildering instability, a culture of  impunity 
and uncertainty. Let us also assume our subject here – architecture in its widest sense, the urban - is 
not immune the indifferent, is not immune inaction of  the most carefree sort. As is so often the case 
as we meander through the worlds of  others, the writings and world curated as it is by other artists and 
architecture, filmmakers and writers, we might allow ourselves one impudence to close. We will re-word 
a poem by Adenne Rich (Letter to a Young Poet) for our own purposes:



Letter to a Young Indifferent

Let me turn you around in your fixed pixels and say
One word to you: Indifferent

-meaning, you won’t get quit
of  this: the worst of  the new architecture

history running back and forth
panic in the labyrinth of  cities

- it will not touch you further
your choice to freeze or not

to say, you and I are caught in
a laboratory without science.  















Valparaiso



Apparently the Professor of  Desire was tasked to take the Urbanism students on a mid-term trip. He 
thought about this and proposed a road trip to Detroit. It is quite likely – he was told – that they would 
not necessarily hate it (but their parents would). And it is quite possible that today entrepreneurial edu-
cation consists of  shock-awe tourism whereby students travel to worlds they have never been and might 
never return, where retail urbanism meets the condominium and  ‘slums’ better known as informal 
settlements or info-urbanism are added on as if  this teaches students to be engaged.

What’s the point?

All it is likely to do is drive the students to party in exotic cites (nothing wrong with partying in Detroit 
of  course) make You Tube videos and send Instagram images as they suddenly realize their student 
days are decreasing and the outside world beckons with very little interest at all. Who is indifferent now?

What’s the point?

adieu



What’s the point of  taking students to Barcelona if  not go to Las Ramblas to shoot rabbits or fascists, 
or to Beijing to put the finger to the city as urban shock and watch one city decline at the expense of  
another producing ghost cities as fast as those rabbits out of  a hat. 

What’s the point?

And then we come home to our own cities without any knowledge of  waste management, demograph-
ics, climate change, service structures, water and other luxuries and wish to re-design the capital city 
with more urban styling, embankment interventions, more beaver’s tales stalls, and canal-lined disman-
tled bistros cleverly de-framed and sorry-looking in winter’s abandon.

.... The beautiful Chilean graffiti artist listened to all this and then just said: “The professor could drop 
them in Valparaiso and run! He could,” she went, “come with me to the rock, La Piedra Feliz by Las 
Torpederas. That happy rock from which we could swim when children whilst students navigate the 
suicide points, and hidden dangers, the beauty and urbanism of  the unknown city. On the other hand 
he could...LOL,” she continued.

And the Professor of  Desire went off  with the Chilean artist.
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“What other city would turn its ceremonial mile into Beirut?
Ottawa needs a civic revolution, but does not know how to start one.”

Andrew Cohen
Ottawa Citizen 15..10.2014




